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Role of Robotics in Adult Spinal Deformity
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ABSTRACT
Robotic-assisted adult deformity surgery has played a rapidly expanding role since its introduction. As robotic spine technologies improve, the potential to limit complications and morbidity is vast. The improvements in instrumentation accuracy combined with the ability to maintain that accuracy in multiple positions allow creative surgical approaches and techniques that can limit operative time, blood loss, and improve outcomes. In the years to come, robotic-assisted spine surgery and navigation will likely play an expanding role that continues to be defined.

Level of Evidence: 5, expert opinion.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Over the past century, surgical treatment of spinal deformity has, through technical and technological advancements, achieved stepwise improvements in care. In the 1960s, Harrington1 addressed the spinal deformity epidemic that accompanied polio with the development of a stainless-steel rod with hooks. In the 1980s, this system was coupled with intervertebral fusion as advocated by Moe.2 Sublaminar Luque3 wires improved segmental control of each vertebral body by adding fixation points to the Harrington rod. In the late 1980s, the dual rod construct reported by Cotrel et al4 allowed further rotational control and reduced the need for postoperative casting and bracing. The establishment and progressive implementation of pedicle screws further improved multidimensional correction, reduced operative time, and decreased implant dislodgement.5,6 Each of these steps advanced surgical correction of spinal deformity and accompanied a change in the complication profile.

A similar change was actualized in 1995 with the introduction of computer-assisted navigation to spine surgery.7 In 2006, robotic guidance coopted navigation technology to provide mechanical support to orient implant placement into preplanned positions.8,9 Developments in navigation and robotics fundamentally changed surgical fixation of the spine, and since introduction, the role and application of these technologies in adult deformity surgery has continued to expand.

ROLES FOR NAVIGATION AND ROBOTICS IN ADULT DEFORMITY SURGERY
Instrumentation Accuracy
Malpositioned instrumentation is a common complication in spine surgery, representing approximately half of the instrumentation-related complications that occur.10 The issue is especially pronounced in patients with spinal deformity who often require extensive, complex, constructs.10,11 Among patients who have misplaced instrumentation, as much as 27% may require implant removal.10 The removal and revision of these malpositioned implants cause notable additional cost and morbidity.12 Although the rate of pedicle breach and screw malposition decreases with experience, even seasoned surgeons misplace pedicle screws.13–15

A principal role in the implementation of navigation and robotic guidance in spinal deformity surgery has been to improve the accuracy of instrumentation. Devito et al16 performed one of the largest retrospective studies to date evaluating implant accuracy with a surgical robot, which evaluated 3271 pedicle screws in 635 patients. Of the 646 pedicle screws for which postoperative 3-dimensional imaging was performed, 98% were
acceptable (Gertzbein-Robbins scale [GRS] Grades A or B), and approximately 2% were unacceptable (GRS Grades C or D). One of the first randomized control trials (RCTs) to compare robotic screw placement to freehand technique showed contrasting findings. Ringel et al randomized 60 patients to percutaneous screw placement or to conventional open freehand technique and postoperatively assessed the position by GRS Grade. The robotic cohort had an 85% rate of acceptable screw placement compared with a 93% rate with open freehand technique. Although Ringel et al concluded robotic screw placement was inferior to open freehand screw placement with fluoroscopic guidance, their results were unable to be replicated in a later study out of Seoul. In that study, a RCT of 60 patients, Hyun et al showed all robotic screws to be acceptably placed with approximately 99% of the freehand fluoroscopically guided cohort having suitable placement.

Given the inconsistencies in these retrospective and single-center prospective studies, several meta-analyses have been performed to further elucidate the topic. Fichtner et al performed a systematic analysis of 2232 patients (13,703 pedicle screws) and compared navigation and freehand techniques. They found an overall revision rate of approximately 3%, with lower revision rates using navigated screws (0.4% revised) compared with screws inserted by a freehand technique (1.14% revised). A larger contemporary meta-analysis which assessed pedicle screws placed with freehand, navigation, and robotic-assisted techniques in 7095 patients showed similar improvements in postoperative revision for malpositioned pedicle screws; with lower odds ratios (ORs) when navigation (OR = 0.3) or robot guidance (OR = 0.3) were used compared with freehand techniques. The technique, first advocated by Allen and Ferguson in the 1980s, involved the use of a pilot hole created between the tables of the iliac wing that would accept an intrasosseous rod to be seated into the iliac wings and bent to extend the cephalad for fixation to the remainder of the spine. This concept was improved upon by the development of iliac screws, which improved construct strength and ease of iliac fixation implementation. While exceptionally effective in adding fixation strength, standard iliac fixation can have complications such as prominence and wound breakdown. Standard iliac screws may require offset rod connectors to align with the main rod construct.

S2 Alar-Iliac (S2-AI) screws, described by Chang et al have been shown to minimize these problems. S2-AI screws have less issues with implant prominence and achieve greater insertional torque than standard iliac screws, due to the engagement of multiple cortices. Additionally, due to a starting point caudal to the superior endplate of S1 and lateral to the sacral midline, S2-AI screw tulips lay in line with pedicle screw tulips of the main rod construct. This alignment obviates the need for the separate incisions, subcutaneous flaps, and the rod connectors required for standard iliac screw fixation.

Sacropelvic Fixation

The unique biomechanical change from the mobile lumbar spine to the immobile pelvis leads to a high strain environment that is associated with pseudarthrosis and sacral pedicle screw pullout. Rigid distal fixation with purchase between the iliac tables and in the bone superior to the acetabulum counteracts the large flexion moment and cantilever forces created by long arthrodesis constructs. The Galveston technique’s incorporation of iliac fixation into long fusion constructs was one of the first to provide a means to improve distal fixation and counteract these forces. The technique, first advocated by Allen and Ferguson in the 1980s, involved the use of a pilot hole created between the tables of the iliac wing that would accept an intrasosseous rod to be seated into the iliac wings and bent to extend the cephalad for fixation to the remainder of the spine. This concept was improved upon by the development of iliac screws, which improved construct strength and ease of iliac fixation implementation. While exceptionally effective in adding fixation strength, standard iliac fixation can have complications such as prominence and wound breakdown. Standard iliac screws may require offset rod connectors to align with the main rod construct.
MIS Deformity

Progress in adult deformity surgery has been accompanied by a persistent and growing interest in reducing surgical morbidity and complications. Alongside this interest, MIS techniques have been increasingly developed and applied to adult deformity cases with the potential for lower infection rates, reduced blood loss, and need for postoperative intensive care. MIS deformity correction commonly includes MIS and hybrid (partially open) techniques. The MIS approaches involve the use of interbody devices to achieve deformity correction, arthrodesis, and indirect neurologic decompression through soft tissue sparing approaches. These MIS approaches frequently use percutaneous posterior screw and rod instrumentation to stabilize the construct during healing. Hybrid approaches tend to use similar MIS interbody fixation techniques for deformity correction in combination with more traditional open posterior techniques for deformity correction, fixation, and arthrodesis.

Authors of several studies have compared MIS with hybrid deformity correction. Eastlack et al.^{38}^ retroactively reviewed 133 deformity patients treated with MIS or hybrid techniques with 2-year follow up. Among this cohort, there was a significantly lower early (less than 30 days) reoperation rate in the MIS cohort than in the hybrid cohort, respectively 0% versus 10.8%. These revisions were largely due to infection. Notably, despite the MIS technique and inability to prepare the posterior bone for fusion, there was no significant difference in long-term revisions (MIS 27% versus hybrid 22%) due to instrumentation failure or pseudarthrosis. Uribe et al.^{39}^ performed a propensity score matched analysis of 60 patients treated with MIS, hybrid, or open deformity correction surgery, which showed the MIS cohort to have lower blood loss but significantly longer operative time than the open cohort. Notably, the authors of that study did not use a single position technique for the MIS and hybrid procedures and note that this repositioning negatively affected their operative time. This conclusion is supported by the findings of Buckland et al.,^{40}^ who reported on their institutional experience with 390 patients treated with MIS anteroposterior fusion. In this cohort, there was a 3-hour reduction in total operative time with single-position surgery. Because MIS deformity correction inherently limits exposure and visualization, navigation and robotics are seen by some to have an obvious role in the potential for improved implant accuracy, reduced operative time, and lower intraoperative radiation exposure.

Radiation Reduction

In addition to improvement in screw accuracy, a potential benefit of robotics is limited radiation exposure, both to the patient and the surgical team. Several studies have compared patient fluoroscopic time and radiation exposure for screw instrumentation between fluoroscopically placed pedicle screws and robotically assisted pedicle screws. In a retrospective review of 112 consecutive patients who underwent pedicle screw instrumentation via heterogeneous techniques, patients who underwent open screw placement had significantly less intraoperative radiation. In that study, there was no difference in intraoperative radiation exposure between fluoroscopically assisted screw placement and robotic-assisted screw placement. However, notably, the researchers did not take radiation exposure incurred preoperatively into account. Authors of a recent review of 1202 cases with screws placed via freehand, fluoroscopically guided, navigated, and robotic-guided techniques in which preoperative radiation exposure was considered showed no difference in radiation dose when patients were propensity score matched by body mass index. In a prospective randomized trial, Ringel et al.^{17}^ compared 152 pedicle screws placed freehand through a MIS approach with fluoroscopic guidance with 146 robotic-assisted pedicle screws, which showed no difference in intraoperative radiation exposure. These findings were supported in a recent retrospective review by Wang et al.^{45}^ Among 165 patients who were assessed after heterogenous screw insertion techniques, navigation-assisted and robotic-assisted pedicle screws had lower intraoperative and total procedure radiation than patients instrumented with a fluoroscopically-assisted technique. Importantly, that study considered preoperative computed tomography (CT) scan to account for total procedure radiation, and again, robotic and navigated cases had less radiation (approximately 60 and 50 mGy, respectively) than fluoroscopically aided pedicle screws (approximately 79 mGy). Notably, the radiation per level was also lower in the navigated (42 mGy) and robotic (51 mGy) cases than in the fluoroscopy aided cases (79 mGy); this could indicate that, in surgeries involving more instrumented levels, such as large...
deformity constructs, the incremental radiation dose per level becomes more favorable.\textsuperscript{45}

While authors of current studies do not yet show a statistical advantage for reduced radiation exposure to the patient by robotics and navigation, the radiation exposure to the surgeon and team is greatly reduced by these technologies. Assessments of surgeon radiation exposure during fluoroscopically assisted pedicle screws have been shown to produce surgeon dose rates 10 to 12 times greater than nonfluoroscopically assisted screw placement.\textsuperscript{46} Although annual allowable occupational radiation exposure for hand dose rates of 50 rem is generally not reached by spine surgeons, the effects of repeated low-dose radiation are still largely unknown.\textsuperscript{46,47} In the scenario that a nonoptimal fluoroscopic technique is used, it is likely that the recommended hand dose for a surgeon could be exceeded.\textsuperscript{46} Because navigation and robotic-assisted procedures allow the surgeon and team to maintain a safe distance from the radiation source, these procedures are associated with negligible levels of radiation and allow personnel to limit repeated exposure while maintaining implant accuracy.

**ROBOTIC SPINAL DEFORMITY SURGICAL TECHNIQUE**

Surgical workflow begins with preoperative planning including full-length standing scoliosis radiographs. Patients can be positioned in prone, single-position prone, or single-position lateral decubitus positions depending on the specific needs of the case.

**Prone Positioning**

The patient is positioned using a standard 6-post Jackson frame. For thoracolumbar cases in which a fluoroscopic merge to a preoperative CT is planned, arm boards should be positioned to allow clear fluoroscopic imaging. A wide surgical field, with access to bilateral PSIS should be prepped and draped. The fiducial is placed via a stab incision into the PSIS. The trajectory and laterality of the fiducial can be changed depending on the specific case to avoid interference with the surgical approach and to optimize view of fiducial by the camera. Some robotic systems have an additional surveillance marker that can monitor displacement of the main fiducial. The surveillance marker, placed in the contralateral PSIS, provides a secondary check on registration and alerts of any shift in registration that can lead to inaccuracies. To detect any registration shifts and limit inaccuracy propagation during the merge protocol itself, the surveillance marker should be registered before the radiographic merge begins.

The radiographic merge can be achieved either with a preoperative CT merged via 2-dimensional intraoperative fluoroscopy, a preoperative CT merged via surface anatomy correlation, or intraoperative CT obtained with 1 of several different systems. If an open approach is to be performed, the surgical approach should be completed before any merge is attempted to limit registration shift that could otherwise occur during the surgical approach. Similarly, after the merge, pedicle screws should be placed before significant manipulation is performed, such as osteotomies or interbody device placement, to limit the potential for registration shift. Pedicle screws should be placed before sacropelvic fixation to limit registration shift that can occur if the fiducial and screw come into contact within the substance of the iliac bone column.

**Single Position Lateral**

Single-position lateral surgery has been shown to be an efficient method for thoracolumbar deformity correction while limiting operative and anesthetic time.\textsuperscript{33} This method can be effective in patients who would benefit from anterior or lateral interbody device placement in addition to pedicle screw fixation. The main limitation of single-position lateral surgery is the increased difficulty in performing significant complex posterior work. Cases requiring significant posterior work may be better addressed in the prone position.

The patient is positioned in the lateral position, as previously described, for lateral lumbar interbody fusion (LLIF).\textsuperscript{48,49} Care should be taken to prepare and drape enough of the torso to allow appropriate intraoperative access (Figure 1). If an anterior abdominal approach is planned, the abdomen from the contralateral side of the umbilicus around the lateral operative flank to contralateral (down) back exposing the PSIS closest to the operative table should be included within the operative field. The fiducial should be placed into the substance of the iliac crest midway between the ipsilateral (up) PSIS and the apex of the iliac crest at the lateral flank. The surveillance marker should be placed into the iliac crest at the apex of the flank.
Once the merge has been performed, the robot can be used on the posterior side, while concurrently an access surgeon may perform the anterior (retroperitoneal) approach to the lumbar spine, if indicated surgically (Figure 2). Pedicle screws should be placed in the contralateral (downside) pedicles first, followed by the ipsilateral (upside) pedicles to avoid obstruction of the surgical field by any incidental bleeding. Interbody device placement should be performed after the pedicle screws but before iliac screw fixation to avoid a registration shift and screw inaccuracy.

To perform LLIF itself, a retroperitoneal-transpsoas approach can be performed in the standard fasion.48–50 Navigated instruments and pointers can be used to localize and optimize the angle during the approach (Figure 3). A standard annulotomy, discectomy, and lateral interbody fusion can then be performed using navigated instrumentation or fluoroscopy to confirm positioning of the implants and approach.48,50,51

**Single Position Prone**

Single-position prone surgery may be beneficial if significant posterior work (osteotomies, decompression, or revision of previous hardware) needs to be performed.
performed in addition to interbody device and pedicle screw placement. As in standard prone cases, in single-position prone cases, a 6-post Jackson frame can be used. It is beneficial to asymmetrically pad the chest and pelvis bolsters on the side of LLIF insertion to allow ease of access to the surgical field (Figure 4). The pelvis bolster on the implant insertion side should be positioned more caudal than the contralateral side (Figure 5); this positioning allows hyperlordosis on the approach side that mimics the tissue tension achieved in lateral position LLIFs by breaking the table. The patient should be secured thoroughly at the head, arms, chest, pelvis, and legs to allow bed rotation up to approximately 30° to 45°. In our institution, 4-inch silk tape is used to secure the patient’s chest and pelvis above and below the surgical field, respectively (Figure 6). A Mayfield head holder can also be used to assist in limiting head rotation during the operation, especially in prolonged cases, to avoid pressure on the face and eyes.

The clamp to secure the LLIF retractor is optimally positioned on the contralateral side to the LLIF insertion just below the chest bolster (Figure 7). This allows the retractor arm to remain distant from the surgical working area during the case and avoid blocking the field during the radiographic merge.

As in the single-position lateral cases, the fiducial should be placed in the iliac crest midway between the PSIS and the apex of the iliac crest at the lateral flank on the ipsilateral side to the LLIF insertion. The surveillance marker should be placed in the contralateral PSIS away from the LLIF insertion. As in standard prone positioning, the surveillance marker should be placed and registered before the merge to provide a secondary check on accuracy in
the event of movement during the radiographic merge.

If a paraspinal or MIS incision is used, screw trajectory and placement can be optimized for incision length and ease of rod insertion. If screws are planned to be placed through an open midline incision, the incision and dissection should be performed before the radiographic merge to limit the opportunity for registration change during the merge process. Additionally, if a midline approach is planned, the surgical flaps should be made large enough to limit soft tissue pressure on the robotic end effector cannula, which can introduce inaccuracy during the instrumentation process. For surgical workflow, pedicle screws should again be inserted proximal to distal followed by interbody devices.

To perform LLIF in the prone position, the surgeon may stand or operate while seated on a stool using the bed rotation within the 45° position arc to optimize view of the surgical field. As in the lateral position, a retroperitoneal-transpsoas approach can be performed in the standard fashion.48–50 The dilator and retractor are placed perpendicular to the long axis of the spine, respecting the safe zones with the retractor arm connected to the retractor from the contralateral side of the patient.33,49 Navigated instruments and pointers can be used to localize and optimize angle during the approach. During dilator docking, established thresholds for neuromonitoring should be used, and care should be taken to avoid docking posterior in the substance of the psoas.53,54 The psoas may have the effect of pushing the retractor more anterior than in a LLIF performed in the lateral position. A standard annulotomy, discectomy, and care should be taken to avoid interference with the fiducial by the screw within the substance of the iliac crest.

Sacropelvic fixation, if used, should be placed last to avoid interference with the pedicle screw accuracy, the facilitation of MIS techniques that limit dissection and operative time, and improved spinopelvic fixation that is less prominent and more rigid. While these technologies have already made a lasting impact on adult deformity surgery, they have also not yet fully matured, and further development is necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

Surgical and technological improvements have played an integral role in the successful execution of adult spinal deformity surgery throughout history. Navigation and robotic assistance represent a continuation of this process. Since introduction, navigation and robotics have occupied an expanding role in deformity surgery including improve-
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